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Abstract. The supply-chain process involves multiple actors and intermediary 

companies that need to coordinate but often lack interoperability and do not fully 

trust each other. Supply-chain digitalization, including the use of cloud services 

and domain-specific standards, enables significant improvements in efficiency 

throughout the entire process. We conduct a case study by collecting and analyz-

ing data from a large business consortium represented by experts in the fields of 

industry, logistics, banking, and information and communications technology 

(ICT). Based on the case study’s outcomes, we propose the architecture of a 

blockchain-based system for use in a practical intermodal logistics project and 

discuss future research directions regarding it. 
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1 Introduction 

Supply-chain process involves multiple actors and intermediary companies that need to 

sequentially interact with each other. With the objective of maximizing customer value 

and providing a profit for each supply chain member, stakeholders form heterogeneous 

network, interconnected with financial, information, and product/service flows [1]. 

Heterogeneity of the supply network incurs the following challenges that have been 

extensively discussed from different perspectives in literature [2]. Digitalization aims 

at addressing the technical challenges to make an and-to-end supply-chain process ef-

ficient, fast, and compliant.  The business processes and data models are thus company 

specific and not interoperable with the systems in the other companies. While it is pos-

sible to deploy intra-organizational system integrations through ERP systems, e.g., by 

SAP and Oracle [3], it is extremely challenging to achieve end-to-end information in-

tegration through supply networks and the complex interrelationships among multiple 

organizations.  

Emerging blockchain technology has the potential to drastically change the environ-

ment in which inter-organizational processes operate by offering a way to execute 
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processes in a trustworthy manner even in a network without any mutual trust between 

nodes [4]. To date, several research studies have already indicated that blockchain tech-

nology can enable secure decentralized transactions between the actors in the supply 

network [5, 6, 7. This paper adopts qualitative research to investigate applicability of 

blockchain technology in heterogeneous supply networks. 

2 Blockchain Technology and its Application to Supply Chain 

Processes 

Blockchains are a type of distributed ledger technology (DLT). Blockchain platforms 

such as Bitcoin [8], Ethereum [9], Hyperledger [10], [11], and others enable secure, 

decentralized transactions between various parties without the involvement of interme-

diaries or third parties. Blockchains integrate several methods of trusted and reliable 

record-keeping, such as timestamping of transactions, smart contracts, and the storage 

of transactions in an immutable distributed ledger. A blockchain network [5] consists 

of a set of independent peers (e.g., software agents), which together form the blockchain 

network. The peer architecture provides a high degree of resiliency, allowing the block-

chain network to operate even if some of the peers become unavailable or corrupted 

(for example from malicious attacks or faults). Each blockchain peer maintains a copy 

of an immutable ledger. The ledger consists of a series of ordered and timestamped 

transactions organized into cryptographically connected blocks. This cryptographic 

connection allows for verification that the ledger was not tampered with and that none 

of the transactions were modified since being recorded.  

The transactions are generated by a smart contract, which is a business-logic com-

ponent (such as a software code) that is agreed upon by the participants of the block-

chain network. An identical copy of the smart contract is hosted by each peer of the 

blockchain network. When a client submits a request for a transaction into the network, 

the peers invoke the smart contract and calculate the transaction. Smart contracting 

code is software written in a programming language. The code acts as a software agent, 

or as the delegate of the party that employed it, with the intention of fulfilling certain 

obligations or exercising certain rights. The code may take control of assets within a 

distributed ledger in an automated way. Thus, the code takes on tasks and responsibil-

ities in the distributed ledger realm by executing code that models or emulates the con-

tract logic of the real world, although the legal justification for this may be unclear [12]. 

Permissioned blockchains, such as Hyperledger Fabric or Corda, are in contrast, de-

signed as closed-access networks of distributed peers. In such blockchains, identities of 

the users and the rights to participate in the consensus (right to write to the ledger and/or 

validate the transactions) are controlled by a membership service. Figure 1 shows gen-

eral architecture of permissioned blockchain technology with an example of Hy-

perledger Fabric.  
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Fig. 1. General architecture of permissioned blockchain, Hyperledger Fabric example. 

 

Similarly to permissionless blockchains, trust and immutability are established by 

combining a smart contract with a configurable consensus protocol, as well as by the 

redundancy of the network nodes the stakeholders operate. Unlike in permissionless 

blockchains, the consensus protocol is custom defined, reflecting the needs of the spe-

cific types of transactions involved and of the network itself. From an operational point 

of view, one important advantage of permissioned blockchains is the high performance 

available from the optimized software and hardware used for such blockchains [13], 

which provide several-magnitude faster processing of transactions than is possible with 

permissionless blockchains. 

The use of blockchains in the DSC in most cases requires private blockchain tech-

nologies, since one requirement is that the identity of the transacting parties must be 

known. The transactions recorded into the ledger contain the identities of those who 

have submitted the transactions into the ledger as well as those who have validated and 

endorsed those transactions. This type of information serves as a retrospective audit 

trail and allows further development of various analytical and operational solutions—

such as “know your customer” (KYC) and anti-money laundering (AML) processes for 

financial transactions—as well as various types of audit and compliance solutions [14]. 

To conduct DSC transaction and document exchange using blockchains, parties must 

first agree on how this will be done, which is where smart contracts enter the picture 

[15]. Smart contracts are extremely flexible and can be used to automate DSC transac-

tions at a very detailed level.  

Abeyratne and Monfared [16] note several key technological advantages of Block-

chain relevant to the supply-chain processes, such as durability, transparency, immuta-

bility and process integrity. There exist also several conceptual designs aiming to ad-

dress the question “Whether blockchains have a disruptive effect on supply chains”. 
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These works are based on case-studies conducted either in the specific domain: such as 

a manufacturing supply chain for cardboard boxes [16], alimentary supply-chain [17], 

or in supply-chain in general [18, 19], and attempt to draw a map of further research. 

An empirical investigation of the main drivers of Blockchain adoption and related chal-

lenges were recently conducted [19]. The authors claim that despite some existing find-

ings and the potential of digitalization and use of blockchain technology to promote 

changes in all types of supply chains in terms of new operation models, the literature 

about blockchain technology in the SCM field is in its infancy. Sternberg and Baruffaldi 

[18] also report the lack of successful supply chain implementations can pave the way 

for doubt about the disruptive role of this technology in supply chains. Therefore, re-

search questions related to the applicability of the blockchain technology remain open 

and of a high interested to the research community. 

 

3 Blockchain-based Architecture for an Intermodal Logistics Pro-

ject  

 
In this section, based on the results of the case study and the summary of the related 

works (cf. Section 3), we present an architecture of a blockchain-based framework for 

an intermodal logistics project. Prior to this, we first describe the use-case scenario and 

provide detailed description of Hyperledger Fabric – the blockchain technology imple-

mentation – that will be employed in the architecture presented. Our goal is to conduct 

a proof of concept (POC) evaluation of the usefulness of blockchain in the framework 

of the specific practical example of the two railway transportation corridors that link 

Scandinavian exporters to their Central and Southern European customers via the Baltic 

republics. We aim to develop an open-source solution to be offered to all stakeholders 

to investigate user experiences and benefits. More specifically, we will investigate how 

the improved visibility of supply chain information, enabled by blockchain technology, 

influences each stakeholder company and how the blockchain technology as a whole 

impact the logistics operations in these two railway transportation corridors. The ulti-

mate objective is to reduce cargo end-to-end transit times. 

 

3.1 Use Case Scenario 

In cross-border logistics, the main problems are currently the large proportion of man-

ual work necessary to execute business transactions as well as the lack of communica-

tion and information sharing between logistics companies, especially in upstream sup-

ply chains. The cornerstones of the logistics industry are transferring cargo units be-

tween locations and knowing where each cargo unit is at any given time during trans-

portation. Cargo units can only be transferred as efficiently as the underlying infrastruc-

ture allows. Information about logistics transactions is now delivered mostly manually, 

which makes logistics operations expensive, time consuming, and error-prone. To study 

a possibility to implement permissioned blockchain technology in logistics business 

operations, we have chosen as a use case scenario of the intermodal logistics with the 

following stakeholders: supplier companies that export their products, transportation 

companies, customers, and value-adding service providers. Figure 2 illustrates the 
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concept of blockchain integration of the intermodal logistics project, which aims to 

solve these problems. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Multi-modal logistic operations. 

 

Logistics operations use several communication channels and technologies, such as 

phone calls, text messages, structured and unstructured emails, fax messages, and di-

verse information systems (IS). Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messaging is still 

popular, although company-specific implementations lead to significant integration 

costs and slowness. Each company purchases and installs its own IS for use in logistics 

operations. This creates data interoperability challenges with regard to cross-organiza-

tional data transfer. In sum, all the necessary logistics information is stored in company-

specific ISs, but the lack of data interoperability prevents automated data transfers and 

integration between companies. We apply blockchain technology for DSC integrations 

in the environment of multiple stakeholders and various ISs of the logistics companies. 

In the next section, we present the detailed description of the Hyperledger Fabric - open-

source blockchain implementation. 

 

3.2 Hyperledger Fabric Description 

Architecture. Within Fabric, nodes are differentiated depending on whether they are 

clients, peers, or orderers. A client acts on behalf of an end-user and creates transac-

tions, which is also called invoking. Clients communicate with both peers and orderers. 

Peers maintain the ledger and receive ordered update messages from customers to com-

mit new transactions to the ledger. Endorsers are a special type of peer. Their task is to 

endorse a transaction by checking whether the transaction fulfills the necessary and 

sufficient conditions, that is, the five provisions required by the signatures. Ordering 

service provides a communication channel to clients and peers over which messages 

containing transactions can be broadcast. During consensus creation in particular, the 

channels ensures that all connected peers deliver exactly the same messages in exactly 

the same logical order [10]. Figure 3 shows the communication between the compo-

nents of Hyperledger Fabric. 
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Fig. 3. Hyperledger Fabric communication diagram. 

 

Consensus mechanism. Fabric’s understanding of consensus is broad and encompasses 

the entire transaction flow, that is, from proposing a transaction to the network to adding 

a new transaction block to the ledger. Different nodes assume different roles and tasks 

in the process of reaching consensus. It is generally known that faults may occur in the 

delivery of messages when many mutually untrusted orderers are employed. This ne-

cessitates the use of a consensus algorithm to reach consensus despite potential faults, 

such as the inconsistency of message order. This solution makes the replication of the 

distributed ledger fault tolerant. Fabric employs a “pluggable” algorithm. This means 

that various algorithms can be used depending on the application-specific requirements. 

For example, Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) algorithms could be used to deal with ran-

dom or malicious replication faults. In Fabric, it is an orderer, (which can be imple-

mented as a node, or a cluster of nodes) that participates in the consensus and runs the 

communication service that implements a delivery guarantee, such as atomic or total 

order broadcast. This is done by verification and ordering of the transactions. During 

the verification phase, digital signature of the issuer of the transaction is verified, as 

well as so-called endorsement policy. Endorsement policy is defined for a chaincode 

and is used to instruct a peer on how to decide whether a transaction is valid. An exam-

ple of such a policy can be defined as a requirement that all the peers in the network 

have to validate (and therefore sign) the transaction. Then the orderer, during the veri-

fication, must ensure that the transaction is indeed signed by all the peers, and that the 

signatures are valid [21].  

 

3.3 SmartLog - Proposed Blockchain-Based Platform For DSC Integration 

In this project, we have adopted the latest available (at the moment of the project start) 

version of Hyperledger Fabric, 1.0, that contains all the necessary components to es-

tablish the blockchain environment in the framework of our use case. We used the open-

source UBL 2.1 standard to design logistics business processes and business transaction 

integrations. The aim was to establish full visibility of logistics transactions for all 

stakeholders in the supply chain. By doing so, we also developed a platform for future 

Internet of Things (IoT) integrations, with the aim of increasing the data content of 

logistics data delivered between stakeholders. 

Application
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7) Validate each transaction and commit block

• Validate endorsement policy (VSCC)
• Validate ReadSet versions in SB (MVCC)
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• Commit valid trans to state DB

6) Receive batch (block) of transactions 
from ordering service
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The participating companies wanted to obtain real-time information on container lo-

cations and automate the business transactions between intra- and inter-organizational 

ISs. The most important functionality of the blockchain environment is providing an 

open distributed ledger, which efficiently records transactions between parties in a ver-

ifiable and permanent way. Smart contracting components are made up of programmed 

business rules that automatically trigger transactions. 

Verification of the actual movements along the railway corridors is provided via a 

simple device (a sensor) attached to containers. Access to such real-time sensor data 

serves several purposes: participating companies are able to analyze and develop their 

operations and resource management and optimize their route planning. Blockchain 

technology offers significantly improved visibility and potential for process automation 

in the investigated case context. The solution presented here is under constant testing 

and evaluation. The developed solution is highly scalable. When transaction volumes 

start to grow (exponentially), the processing load can be allocated among the stake-

holders so that allocated resources correspond with added value. The creation of a 

blockchain environment with a large number of participating companies encourages 

follow-up projects.  

The deployment of these technologies makes it possible to deliver the SmartLog 

platform to practically any infrastructure; it also allows codebases to be maintained 

with significantly more efficiency than in environment-specific infrastructure compila-

tion and conversion models. Implementation of the blockchain in the logistics context 

can be beneficial for all the supply chain stakeholders, including suppliers, logistic op-

erators, end customers, and IT service providers.   

For the suppliers (manufacturers and exporting companies) the expected benefits are 

the following: 

• Increased information visibility of the supply chain, beginning from the 

factory gate. 

• Increased information visibility of the supply chain enables precise control 

over manufacturing processes and timely invoicing (accuracy). 

• Enhanced off-site inventory management and control.  

• The expected benefits for the transportation companies and other logistics 

operators: 

• Both direct and indirect business value is created. 

• Full visibility of upstream supply chain operations enables planning and 

execution of just-in-time logistics instead of tying resources to non-produc-

tive events and capacity. 

• Automation of manual data entry and decision-making processes, resulting 

in cost savings. 

The expected benefits for the end customers, buyers: 

• Improved inventory control creates business value. 

• In retail, increased efficiency and accuracy of annual planning.  

• In production, increased efficiency and accuracy of production manage-

ment and process planning. 

The expected benefits for the IT service providers: 
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• Enhanced business opportunities resulting from the ability to aggregate in-

formation flows and to perform and offer predictive analytics 

• All stakeholders have the potential to automate data-dependent processes, 

thus achieving cost savings. 

 

4 Conclusions and discussion 

 
Digital supply chains (DSCs) involve the integration of business processes and data 

regarding products, services, finance, and information flows. The development of intra-

organizational system integration is often conducted in global development environ-

ments, such as business ecosystems, and digital platforms are used to accelerate devel-

opment and systems interoperability.  

Although several advocates of blockchain technology have emphasized its capability 

to preclude the use of trusted third-party intermediaries, such avoidance may not be 

necessary in the digital supply chain integration scenario. By using a business-process 

model integrated in a smart contract [16], the seller and buyer can mandate a trusted 

intermediary to “supervise” the execution and flow of transactions, similar to how fi-

nancial services currently operate. As part of their smart contract and secure transac-

tions, the parties may even agree that a trusted third party will receive one or more 

security keys necessary to perform its role. In general, blockchains have enabled secure 

decentralized transactions between parties without the involvement of non–value-add-

ing intermediaries or third parties. 

Permissioned blockchain technology (such as Hyperledger Fabric) is developing 

rapidly and offers automated data exchange within DSCs as a new integration platform. 

The design of the blockchain system that this project proposes to use for DSC integra-

tion promises an integration platform that is cost-effective and flexible. In addition, 

new services, such as trade finance, can be established based on these trusted transac-

tions. 

The business managers participating in this project generated plenty of ideas for in-

tegration supported by blockchain technology. They viewed the permissioned block-

chain ledger, smart contracting, and consensus elements as the most valuable pieces of 

functionality. However, transactions need to be standardized. Combining a permis-

sioned blockchain with standardized transactions has the potential to disrupt ecosystem 

integration and the security of end-to-end interoperability. Public and private cloud in-

tegration combined with blockchain integration yield a cost-effective many-to-many 

integration model. 

As pointed out, the literature about blockchain technology in the supply chain man-

agement (SCM) field is in its infancy [13]. We advanced it by designing proof of con-

cept (POC) for a blockchain-based platform for DCS integration and by analyzing the 

potential benefits of such a system for all supply-chain stakeholders, including suppli-

ers, logistics operators, end customers, and IT service providers. Because there are few 

examples of successful blockchain implementations, the presented SmartLog platform 

case study adds knowledge to the literature about the potential of this technology to 

disrupt supply chains. Future research could evaluate cloud applications that can 
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accelerate and simplify DSC integration and examine the advantages and disadvantages 

for supply chains of various blockchain designs. 
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